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Morgan’s Moment… 
“You are very, very old…” 

    our 3+ year-old-great-granddaughter    

   Annika said to me. 

I was working up an answer…                            

 when she added 

 And you are mean.” 

Being outed as “old”  

 wasn’t too bad but… 

 “How am I mean?” 

She stayed right on me… 

 “You pinched me.” 

Old I may be  

 but child-pincher I’m not… 

 “When did I pinch you?”         

I remembered catching her arm 

 before she fell  

 on the rain-slicked deck. 

Now she was face to face  

 telling her truth 

 to a very, very old man. 

I said I was sorry   

 and the matter was concluded

 with her forgiving hug. 

She restored my great-grandfatherly ego 

 loving me 

 both old and mean. 

  Art Morgan. 

 

ANNUAL MIGRATION 

    We’re heading back south soon… 

actually just temporarily. We’ll leave 

the Jeep and pick up our travel car. 

We’ll wander a bit in Oregon and 

Washington where we will end up in 

Yakima for the Annual Turner 

Lectureship we’ve always attended. 

   

   It’s been our typical out-door 

summer with numerous family and 

friend guests. Lots of work and good 

times. It is clear that we can’t do as 

much as we used to do. So what else 

is new? 

   Seasons pass and seasons await. 

We celebrate them all. 

 

 

 

LOOK AT THE BIRDS 
 

OK, I’ll do that. I’ll look at the birds 

Matthew says that Jesus tells us to do that. “Look at the birds: they neither sow 

nor reap nor gather into barns…” (Matthew 6:26) 

I’m just finishing my breakfast cereal and coffee on our far deck overlooking the 

water. I’ve skimmed the scum off the paper and hurried through the sports to the 

comics. 

I look for birds. It’s been a poor summer for birds around here. Only a few eagle 

sightings. Not many crows either. I haven’t seen a pileated woodpecker at all. 

Some seagulls. A few more hummingbirds, however. It’s the last day of summer. 

Good news! The grebes are back! They come in big numbers. They bunch up so 

that at first I think I am seeing floating debris. Or maybe a loafing whale. (A 

major rarity in these parts). What I am seeing is an island of grebes. 

I’ll consider the grebes. They form into a dark oblong mass like a small island. 

They seem to be drifting along. This morning their island extends at least 100 

yards. The island seems motionless.  

I blink…sip my coffee…look out. The whole island has disappeared. Maybe a 

couple of 100 grebes out of sight. Then, after a few moments, dark spots appear 

in the water all along that same line. Soon that long dark island has formed again. 

So I must consider what’s going on here. I can’t see beneath the water. What’s 

down there? Must be some small fish. The grebes must work together as a living 

underwater drift net. My suspicion is that they herd the fish then harvest some for 

a meal. 

Bird-brained? Whatever. Birds have the right computer chip to make them work 

together for their own survival. I preached myself a little side sermon about 

wishing we humans could find a chip to make us work together. 

Of course this story that the Bible attributes to Jesus is not science. Those birds 

are not sitting in the sun wishing dinner would be delivered. They are on the 

water for hours and hours, drifting, plunging, chasing and devouring. Another 

side sermon was some wonder about how it seemed from the fish point of view. 

The Bible is better understood if one separates metaphor from literal truth. So it 

is with the birds of the air. The story asks a question worth pondering, “Are you 

not of more value than they?” What if “yes” is not the correct answer? 

The story keeps probing. It digs at our anxiety about life. “Can anxiety add to 

our life?” Are birds anxious? Something must keep them out there trying to feed 

themselves. 

The authors and editors of this text have probably corrupted it and watered it 

down with a moralistic conclusion. (I suspect it may have originated as a 

metaphor for the kingdom of God, which seems to have been one of the central 

themes of Jesus’ teaching.) 

Whether birds are anxious or not, or whether Jesus actually said this or not, it is a 

good thought for starting a morning: “Therefore, do not be anxious about 

tomorrow, let tomorrow be anxious for itself. Let the day’s own trouble be 

sufficient for the day.” Maybe that’s how the birds are doing it.  

Time for me to get packing. Summer is ending. Time to migrate south. Time to 

follow the birds.  …For the Moment…Art Morgan 


